Ray Maki race 4. 30 November 2019

Valentine and the Spirit of Tasmania.

For once the weather gods smiled on our race day.
Seven vessels signed on, namely Imagine, Valentine,
Warrior, Drizabone, Boomaroo, Tintagel and
Sundance. Tiercel was absent apart from a presence
on Swan for the day.

Wind 10-15 SSW (at S
Channel Fort).

Course 4 was specified, calling for a start near West #3
so the first race was against time, to reach (and indeed
to set) the start line. Then with the increasing flood
tide and fluky wind, several vessels struggled to cross
the start line.

Sundance Tintagel and Valentine, pre-start.

Sundance and Boomaroo at No. 3.

Valentine overtakes Div 1 near the Wedge.

Drizabone.

Warrior rounds QA.

Drapers to QA: Valentine just holding the spinnaker,.

Boomaroo.

In Division 1, Tintagel was late to start
but subsequently went like a rocket.
In Div 2, Valentine found a real “hole” in
the wind while trying to reach the line,
crossing about 7 minutes late. Imagine
and Sundance in Div 3 got away within a
couple of minutes of their allotted time.
About half the fleet crossed on Stb and
half on port, the latter option favoring the
strategy of getting inshore to reduce tidal
effects. Once underway all made
reasonable progress towards the first
mark – Drapers Reef.

Or not quite.

For the next leg, Drapers to QA, only
Valentine flew a spinnaker (and only
just, with a shy reach and a bit of strife
approaching QA).

Imagine – an early finisher,.

Boomaroo.

Warrior stayed ahead of Drizabone
until the penultimate leg (W3 to
Drapers) when Drizabone crept past
her. Sundance continued her recent
strong performance and with
Imagine's spinnaker again staying in
its bag, owing to wind direction,
Sundance finished a few minutes
ahead, taking line honours.
In Div 2, Valentine failed to overcome
the late start and finished 9 minutes
behind Boomaroo.

Over the line the order was Sundance,
Imagine, Boomaroo, Valentine, Tintagel,
Drizabone, and Warrior. On handicap it
was: Tintagel, Sundance, Boomaroo,
Imagine, Valentine, Drizabone, Warrior.
Thanks to Colin Gibbs, Rob Hynam-Smith
and Steve Comben for duties on Swan.

Tintagel.
Warrior.

Tintagel, the Annulus and a (very) distant view of the Mornington Penninsula.

More photos will go on the “Photos 2” page.

